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Packet by Saurabh Vishnubhakat

1. Educated at Swarthmore, he was admitted to the bar in 1893 and steadily rose through the liberal ranks of the Democratic Party in the House of Representatives. Following his appointment into Woodrow Wilson’s cabinet, however, he set aside his fight for women’s suffrage and trade union rights to take on what he believed was a growing threat in Washington. For ten points, name this man who first brought J. Edgar Hoover into the limelight in coordinating a massive 1919 series of anti-Communist raids and arrests.
	Answer:	A. Mitchell Palmer

2. Although a statute of further clarification was later required after the disputed 1870 election, it solved the immediate confusion of the 1800 race despite clear intentions in the electoral college. For ten points, identify this legislation which supersedes Section 1, Clause 3, of Article II of the Constitution and provides for separate selection of the President and Vice-President.
		Answer:	12th Amendment

3. Although he was a remarkable student, he was unable to study from a certain famous volume bought by his mother, and investigation revealed that the book had been stolen from an Abbey in the Ardennes. Similar acts of piety and scholarship directed his cousin Emperor Conrad to negotiate truces in papal conflicts, and he was ultimately crowned pope in 1049. For ten points, identify this future saint forbade the marriage of William the Conqueror to Matilda of Flanders and who began clerical reforms continued by his successor, Gregory VII.
		Answer:	Leo IX

4. Founded by Solon, the council of this name met periodically to administer justice and consisted of nine archons as well as morally blameless retired archons. Later described by the Romans as Mars’ Hill, it was also the site of St. Paul’s address to the men of Athens in the Book of Acts. For ten points, identify this open-air assembly on the southeast summit of a rocky height near the Acropolis and named originally for the Greek god of war.
		Answer:	Areopagus

5. Entering the army at a young age, he took part in a 1762 coup that brought him to royal attention. With distinctions in the Ottoman War and the Greek project, he became the lover of the empress and remained her chief advisor on foreign policy for the rest of his life. For ten points, identify this Russian field marshal and administrator whose annexation of the Crimea was supposedly exaggerated with namesake phony villages to project prosperity.
		Answer:	Grigori Potemkin

6. In 1962, the Nobel committee singled out this work as a return for the author to the social themes of his 1940 Pulitzer Prize winning work. Though the protagonist is descended from established gentry, his father’s misdealings force him to work as a grocery clerk, leaving his family dissatisfied. For ten points, identify this novel that traces the moral compromises of Ethan Hawley on his way to wealth and which takes its title from the opening lines of Shakespeare’s Richard III.
		Answer:	The Winter of Our Discontent

7. He has commented that his past is a strange mixture of cattle-herding traditional Gaelic and industrially modern Ulster, and this conflict influenced early works such as Door into the Dark and Wintering Out. He did not publish as a career poet until middle age, however, when his marriage inspired Station Island and The Haw Lantern. For ten points, identify this recipient of the 1995 Nobel Prize who penned Death of a Naturalist.
		Answer:	Seamus Heaney

8. Though he received a traditional Jesuit education and studied law, he soon turned to writing and took a position in the court of the Castilian Constable Velasco. His themes of honor and revenge are only a small part of his work, but The Painter of His Own Dishonour and Secret Vengeance are among his most famous. For ten points, identify this contemporary of Lope de Vega who is best known for Life is a Dream.
		Answer:	Pedro Calderón de la Barca

9. Taken from the Latin for “farmhand,” it is so named because its literary form actually grew out of the style of rustic Italian dance music. Though Oscar Wilde and Theodore Roethke have used it famously, it was originated by Jean Passerat and his contemporaries. For ten points, name this 19-line form which gives shape to the poem “Do Not Go Gentle into That Good Night.”
		Answer:	villanelle

10. Aside from education and social reform, he acquired a reputation as a mystic and romantic for his poetry and religious themes and also drew comparisons to Victor Hugo in his Nobel Prize presentation for a vast body of work that included translations of his own Bengali originals. For ten points, identify this 1913 Nobel laureate who composed the national anthem of India.
		Answer:	Rabindranath Tagore

11. Specific muscle weakness is common to myasthenia gravis due to reduced receptor folding in the post-synaptic cleft. Although an autoimmune disorder is usually responsible, acquired myasthenia can result from deformity that reduces uptake of this central chemical in the muscular action pathway. For ten points, identify this widely applied biological neurotransmitter.
		Answer:	acetylcholine

12. The best correlation comes from the Dixon expression which relates the substrate concentration to the the reaction velocity. The breakdown of the enzyme-substrate complex is the limiting step but cannot be measured directly, and Lineweaver-Burke plots are used to approximate this relationship. For ten points, identify this equation which gives the rate of a saturating enzymatic reaction.
		Answer:	Michaelis-Menten equation

13. It has been suggested that the arrangement of the figures in a triangle with the title character at its pinnacle is a classic reference to the Holy Trinity, but the realism and detail of the background, especially recognizable species of foliage, are unusual for the late 15th century. For ten points, identify this 1485 painting by Leonardo, which shows the Virgin Mary attending to the baby Jesus with John the Baptist kneeling and an angel looking on.
		Answer:	Madonna of the Rocks (accept also The Virgin of the Rocks)

14. It is believed that the courtesan Phyrne, who modeled for most of his depictions of goddesses, was also his lover. His use of light, shadow, and muscle textures made him even more famous than his tutor Kephisodotos, and his best-known innovation is a curved pose that now bears his name. For ten points, identify this Greek sculptor of the 4th century BC who created Aphrodite at Knidos and Hermes with the Infant Dionysus.
		Answer:	Praxiteles

15. Although he had a productive theatrical collaboration with Max Reinhardt and provided incidental music for many Shakespearean productions in Berlin, it is for his own operatic works that he is better known. Works such as The King’s Children brought him to the attention of Weimar society, notably as tutor to the son of Richard Wagner. For ten points, identify this composer who achieved immediate success with the 1893 debut of Hansel and Gretel.
		Answer:	Engelbert Humperdinck

16. Though he claimed Scottish ancestry, his education and distinguished early career were set in Paris. A well-placed marriage earned him a post in the War Office and a series of inheritances made him a wealthy and therefore trusted advisor on affairs of state. For ten points, identify this 17th century economic figure who suppressed revolts in Normandy and Anjou during the Fronde and who thereafter ascended to Minister of Finance following the death of Cardinal Mazarin.
		Answer:	Jean Baptiste Colbert

17. Born in Ovassanjo, near Turin, she met her future husband while he was studying at Cambridge. Though she was naturally averse to politics, she was unable to avoid the limelight following her 1968 marriage into the family of the reigning Prime Minister of her husband’s native country. For ten points, name this president of the Congress-I who recently stepped down in favor of Manmohan Singh amid protests of her foreign birth after winning the Prime Ministership of India.
		Answer:	Sonia Gandhi (require both names)

18. Near the Atlantic Coast, the town of Rio Grande is an important trade center and rivals the capital at Ushuaia. The archipelago was divided in 1881 and has given rise to distinct industrial and cultural traditions at Punta Arenas and Porvenir on Isla Grande. For ten points, identify this archipelago separated by the Strait of Magellan from the continental tip of South America.
		Answer:	Tierra del Fuego

19. Following home-schooling until his parents’ death from the plague in 1483 and monastic education thereafter, he traveled across Europe, rejecting affiliations of religion or nation, focusing on doctrinal liberalization. His textus receptus of the New Testament was used by the King James Bible translators, and he famously sympathized at least with Martin Luther’s intellectual criticisms of the church. For ten points, identify this thinker who wrote a dedication to Thomas More for his best-known work, In Praise of Folly.
		Answer:	Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam

20. It referred originally to Shavuot, the second day of Passover, and was alternatively named in honor of the white robes worn by the newly baptized on its observance. It is described in the Book of Acts as a time when the Holy Spirit fills each disciple. For ten points, identify this 50th day of Pascha, also called Whitsunday, which is celebrated seven weeks after Easter.
		Answer:	Pentecost (accept Whitsunday before mention)


21. He is often depicted wearing a ribbon and brandishing a whip and is characterized by alert, almost canine ears. A guardian of physical remains and of tombs and necropoli, he is identified strongly as the scavenger among the gods. For ten points, identify this father of Kebechet and son of Hesat who uses the feather of Ma’at to weigh the souls of the dead in Egyptian mythology.
		Answer:	Anubis

22. Though he later coached the French Olympic team in 1988 was himself an Olympian in the 1964 and 1968 games, it was the work he did at his alma mater in the late 1970s that first brought him to international attention. His insistence on amateur college players instead of NHL All-Stars allowed him to build a tightly knit team to compete in Lake Placid. For ten points, name this Minnesotan who led the 1980 Miracle on Ice, defeating the otherwise unchallenged Soviet Olympic team.
		Answer:	Herb Brooks

Bonuses

1. 10 points each.  Answer the following about the Indian Wars.
(a) Resistance to removal from the Ohio Valley to west of the Mississippi led to this 1832 conflict.
		Answer:	Black Hawk War
(b) 5 points each. Chief Black Hawk led these two tribes against the US federal government.
		Answer:	Sauk and Fox
(c) The conflict was centered on disputed terms of an 1804 treaty brokered in St. Louis by this general and future president.
		Answer:	William Henry Harrison

2. 	Answer the following concerning a 1786 event.
(a) 5 points. This conference saw delegates from five of the thirteen states meeting to discuss regulation of interstate commerce.
		Answer:	Annapolis Convention
(b) 5 points each. Name any three of the five states in attendance.
		Answer:	Delaware, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia
(c) 10 points. The resolution passed at the convention and sent to all states requesting a Constitutional Convention was drafted by this future member of George Washington’s cabinet.
		Answer:	Alexander Hamilton

3. 10 points each. Identify the following Nazi officials from positions.
(a) Minister of Propaganda
		Answer:	Paul Josef Goebbels
(b) Foreign Minister
		Answer:	Joachim von Ribbentrop
(c) Domestic Minister
		Answer:	Wilhelm Frick

4. 15 points each. Answer the following from Spanish royal history. 
(a) This son of Amelia of Saxony came to the throne after his mentally retarded and epileptic older brother was passed over.
		Answer:	Charles IV
(b) Fearful of the French Revolution, Charles IV naively turned matters over this man, his wife’s longtime secret lover.
		Answer:	Manuel de Godoy

5. 10 points each. Answer the following concerning South African politics.
(a) This son of a schoolteacher himself taught at Johannesburg Bantu High School before rising through religious positions to become Secretary-General of the South African Council of Churches.
		Answer:	Desmond Tutu
(b) For his efforts at ending apartheid, Tutu received the Nobel Peace Prize in this year.
		Answer:	1984
(c) Tutu repeatedly criticized his own government for tolerating the human rights violations of this neighboring Zimbabwean president.
		Answer:	Robert Mugabe

6. 10 points each. Answer the following about the works of Ernest Hemingway.
(a) This is the protagonist of For Whom the Bell Tolls.
		Answer:	Robert Jordan
(b) This most autobiographical of Hemingway’s characters was introduced in the collection In Our Time.
		Answer:	Nick Adams
(c) A 1932 safari inspired “Snows of Kilimanjaro” as well as this nonfiction work.
		Answer:	Green Hills of Africa

7. 10 points each. Identify the following concerning an Edinburgh poet and novelist.
(a) Written when he was 20, this 1791 novel traces a medieval conflict between Normans and Saxons.
		Answer:	Ivanhoe
(b) This is the first of Scott’s Waverly novels.
		Answer:	Rob Roy
(c) Name either of the other two Waverly novels written by Scott following the success of Rob Roy.
		Answer:	A Legend of Montrose or Quentin Dunward

8. 10 points each. Answer the following about The Unbearable Lightness of Being.
(a) Name its author.
		Answer:	Milan Kundera
(b) The novel is set during this progressive literary and cultural outpouring in the early 1960s.
		Answer:	Prague Spring
(c) 5 points each. Name both Tomas’ sickly wife and his art model mistress.
		Answer:	Tereza and Sabina

9. Answer the following concerning characters in Dante’s Inferno.
(a) 5 points. This ancient poet is Dante’s guide through Inferno.
		Answer:	Virgil
(b) 5 points each. The 7th circle punishes these two generals, the first for bringing war from Greece to India, and the second for terrorizing the steppes of central Asia as the “scourge of God.”
		Answer:	Alexander the Great and Atilla the Hun
(c) 5 points each. In the 9th circle, these three traitors to king, country, and God are placed in the three mouths of Lucifer.
		Answer:	Brutus, Cassius, and Judas

10. 10 points each. Given a work, name the African-born writer who penned it.
(a) Anthills of the Savannah
		Answer:	Chinua Achebe
(b) A Guest of Honor
		Answer:	Nadine Gordimer
(c) Death and the King’s Horseman
		Answer:	Wole Soyinka

11. Identify the following from marine biology.
(a) 5 points. This term refers to bottom-dwelling aquatic organisms. 
		Answer:	benthic or benthos
(b) 5 points each. These are the three taxonomic classes that describe jawless, cartilaginous, and bony fish.
		Answer:	Agnatha, Chondrichthyes, and Osteichthyes
(c) 10 points. This primitize jawed fish was fossilized almost exclusively in the Devonian period, and it takes its name from the armored outer skin.
		Answer:	placoderm

12. 5-10-20-30. Identify the atomic property from clues.
(a) This property describes an atom’s ability to draw electronic density toward itself in a covalent bond.
		Answer:	electronegativity
(b) Whereas differences in electron density among bonded atoms give rise to partial charges, zero difference in electronegativity constitute this kind of bond.
		Answer:	nonpolar
(c) Described as the strength required to strip an outer electron from a neutral atom, this property increases from left to right across a period.
		Answer:	ionization energy
d) Essentially a complement to ionization energy, this property describes a neutral atom’s tendency to retain its electrons. 
		Answer:	electron affinity

13. 30-20-10. Identify the German Renaissance artist from clues.
30) He was greatly influenced by Antonio Pollaiuolo and Andrea Mantegna, as evidenced by a famous self-portrait composed at the age of 13.
20) Born in 1471 in Nuremberg, he traveled a great deal to Italy to collaborate with Jacopo de Barbari and to compose works such as Adoration of the Magi, now contained in the Uffizi.
10) He was famously patronized by Maximilien I and is best known for his woodcuts and engravings.
		Answer:	Albrecht Dürer

14. 10 points each. Identify the following early Renaissance sculptors from works.
(a) the Duomo of Florence Cathedral
		Answer:	Filippo Brunelleschi
(b) doors of the Florence Baptistry
		Answer:	Lorenzo Ghiberti
(c) Cantoria Singing Gallery
		Answer:	Donatello


15. 5-10-20-30. Give the instrument that each of the following jazz musicians primarily played.
(a) Benny Goodman
		Answer:	clarinet
(b) Duke Ellington
		Answer:	piano 
(c) Louis Armstrong 
		Answer:	trumpet
(d) Coleman Hawkins
		Answer:	saxophone

16. 10 points each. Identify the car companies that used to manufacture each of the following discontinued car models.
(a) Previa
		Answer:	Toyota
(b) Cougar
		Answer:	Mercury
(c) Hogster
		Answer:	Volvo

17. 10 points each. Give the Latin legal terms from their English translations.
(a) in place of a parent
		Answer:	in loco parentis
(b) an unwelcome guest
		Answer:	persona non grata
(c) a matter that has been decided once by legal authority and cannot be raised again
		Answer:	res iudicata or res judicata

18. 5-10-20-30. Place the following four cities in order of latitude from north to south. Points will be awarded for each city placed in the correct position in the list.
	Budapest, Hungary;   Chihuaha, Mexico;   Beijing, China;   Calcutta, India
		Answer:	Budapest, Beijing, Chihuahua, Calcutta

19. 10 points each. Identify the following Platonic dialogues from clues. 
(a) In this dialogue, Plato defends his mentor and offers suggestions, ranging from divine omens to fatalist attitudes, to account for his refusal to reconcile himself against the accusing officials of Athens.
		Answer:	Apologeia or The Apology
(b) Recounting a dinner-party in honor of the tragedian Agathon, this dialogue most famously explains the precepts of Platonic love. 
		Answer:	The Symposium
(c) This conversation between Socrates and the title Sophist takes place in the house of Callias as a requested introduction to Hippocrates.
		Answer:	Protagoras

20. 10 points each. Identify the well-known Catholic saints from their obscure but cool patronages.
(a) brewers and theologians
		Answer:	Augustine of Hippo
(b) schoolchildren and beekeepers
		Answer:	Ambrose of Milan
(c) outcasts and snake bites
		Answer:	Patrick

21. 10 points each. Identify the Aztec gods from their positions in the pantheon.
(a) god of war and the sun, guardian of Tenochtitlan
		Answer:	Huitzilopochtli
(b) god of civilization and learning, feathered serpent
		Answer:	Quetzalcoatl
(c) god of rain and fertility
		Answer:	Tlaloc

22. 10 points each. Identify the following characters from a 1999 film given clues. 
(a) Sick of being hassled by eight bosses for every accidental mistake, he gets himself hypnotized to stop worrying about his stressful job and his adulterous girlfriend.
		Answer:	Peter Gibbons (accept either name)
(b) This Initech programmer is a friend of Peter Gibbons but doesn’t know the credit union mainframe as well as Samir.
		Answer:	Michael Bolton (accept either name)
(c) After a last-minute decision not to commit suicide, he gets hit by a drunk driver, ends up in a full-body cast, and wins a seven-figure settlement.
		Answer:	Tom Smykowski (accept either name)


